Abstract. We study a"rbitra.ry number systems which allow negative digits. We show that the set of nonnegative integers represented by a number system -lf = (n,rn1,. . . ,mo) is n-recognizable.
Introduction
Recent work in the theory of codes and .L codes (see Maurer et al. (1983)) has led to problems relating to the representation of positive integers in arbitrary number systems. Here "arbitrary" means that the digits may be larger than the base and that completeness is not required, i.e., every integer need not have a representation in the system.
Because we do not require completeness, our work differs from the classical theory of number systems (see Knuth (1981) and Matula (1982) ). Thus, classical results do not seem to be applicable. However, also this research area is well motivated for several reasons. The main motivation comes from -t codes and related topics in language and automata theory. Undoubtedly, the study of general number systems also increases our understanding of number systems in general. For further motivation, the reader is referred to Maurer et al. (1983) and CulikSalomaa (1983) .
Some basic facts about number systems were established in Culik-Salomaa (1983) . A natural generalization is to consider number systems having negative digits, too. This generalization was briefly discussed in Culik-Salomaa (1983) . This paper continues the work. We study ambiguity, bases and equivalence of number systems.
The reader is assumed to know the basic facts concerning gsm-mappings (see Salomaa (1973) ) and &-recognizable sets (see Eilenberg (1974) (1) rrlihm;h-t"'TmiLrnio) 7( ii 1u, over the alphabet {*r,. . . ,mu} is said to represent the integer (2) l^or"'m;of :rnio'fl *rnix-t'nk-7 + "'+ rnil'n*mio' Theorem 3.1. Tåe set Pos S(lV) is n-recognizable for every number system N : (nrrnt)...rmu).
Proof. Let t denot" *.x{l*rl,*,\. When r is an integer and c : a*bnt where 0 ( a ( n, denote aby f(x) and å by 9(r).
We construct a generalized sequential machine M as follows. Qjm;+f(j*mt)AgU**;) qj# + w j{lF (i :1,. . .,u;j --t,-t *7, (j -0,. . . ,,t), (2) and because the right-hand side of (1) is at most (t +t -0)1" < l, since n) 2, and at least (-t -t -(n -t))/"> -t -(n -l)ln > -t -l. : Pos S(Nr) and Neg^9(N1) -N"sS(Nz)."
